
Have To

Name: Date: __/__/20__

My head aches dreadfully-I am glad I _____________________-it was
good of the negro to call the guard-I felt so sick.
1.

(not/walk)
don't have to walk

Only 3:57. __________________________ so?2. (why/I/past/hurry/?)Why did I have to hurry

Of course their catch ____________________.3. (past/passive/broil)had to be broiled

But this is not the chief, not the most delicate thing I ______________ to
you.
4.

(say)
have to say

He ______________ himself clean for him.5. (past/keep)had to keep

And it is not by any means certain that a man's business is the most
important thing he ____________.
6.

(do)has to do

How much Barbara ____________ before her departure!7. (past/do)had to do

Beyond this I ______________ over some logs that lay along the ground,
with level spaces between them.
8.

(past/pass)
had to pass

When Paw bought the automobile he didn't ask the minister if it was right,
and he _____________________ the bank for a consent, neither.
9.

(past/not/ask)
didn't have to ask

But I _______________ poor papa's feelings.10. (past/spare)had to spare

They __________________, but didn't mind.11. (past/scramble)had to scramble

We _______________ the following point into consideration.12. (take)have to take

So that's settled, and we ___________________ any experimenting with
human subjects.
13.

(not/do)
don't have to do

Those implements ____________ very accurately constructed.14. (past/be)had to be

___________________________ there, Frank?15. (when/we/shall/go/?)When shall we have to go
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But if the beat note has enough energy in it, a man
_______________________ it-he can feel it.
16.

(not/hear)doesn't have to hear

Mrs. Copley ____________________ some tears here.17. (past/get rid of)had to get rid of

They don't know in the least what they ________________.18. (spend)have to spend

Then let it be understood: whatever you _____________________ to me,
my wrath shall not turn against you.
19.

(may/report)
may have to report

But there she _______________, her teeth set, while her lips trembled, to
check the tears which would rise.
20.

(past/stand)
had to stand
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